Momentum distributions of liquid para-hydrogen were determined by means of inelastic neutron scattering under applied pressures ranging from 1 to 80 bars, at T = 16.5 K. The data processing procedure involves the parametrization of the dynamic structure factor and yields a set of momentum distributions as functions of the density. The results depict significant pressure dependences for all single-particle quantities such as the momentum distributions and average kinetic energies as well as for the final-state effects. The obtained results enable us to quantify the departure of the momentum distributions from classical Maxwell-Gauss shape. Such observations are then rationalized with the help of calculations that were carried out in terms of the correlated density matrix formalism.
I. INTRODUCTION
Neutron scattering measurements at large momentum transfers have proven to be the most adequate tool for the determination of single-particle properties of solids and fluids exhibiting noticeable quantum dynamics features. 1 The sought quantities are the momentum distributions n͑k͒ as well as the atomic kinetic energies. The former quantities are defined as the thermal average of the number of particles having momenta with wave number k at a given particle density and temperature. For condensed bodies showing strong quantum effects one expects to retrieve from experiment direct indications of quantum dynamics such as translational kinetic energies ͗E K ͘ T well in excess of those estimated on the grounds of classical statistical mechanics-that is, ͗E K cl ͘ T =3k B T / 2-as well as momentum distributions showing noticeable deviations from the Gaussian shape as predicted on the grounds of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. During the last decade, such methods have provided direct quantitative information on the bounds for the Bose condensate fraction for liquid 4 He ͑Ref. 2͒ as well as estimates for kinetic energies calculated from the Gaussian component of n͑k͒ at 2.5 K. The latter amounts to 15.7 K, versus that of ͗E K cl ͘ = 3.75 K, and drops to about 14 K upon crossing the superfluid transition.
While the case of condensed heliums is now well understood, other fluids such as the condensed hydrogens, which exhibit strong quantum features due to their low molecular masses and low temperatures characteristic of their liquid ranges, still are in need of a fully quantitative account of the importance of such quantum effects.
Previous results on liquid and solid hydrogen and deuterium [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] have mostly dealt with the estimation of translational kinetic energies or rough estimates of the momentum distribution using large incident energies. This ensures that the incoherent limit is attained, thus minimizing the effects brought forward by the interaction of the particle once struck by the incoming neutron with the rest of the system, usually referred to as final-state effects ͑FSE's͒. In contrast, such studies are affected by the inherently low resolution achievable using incident energies of the order of a few eV as well as significantly excite the intramolecular vibrations, an effect that introduces some additional complications for accurately modeling of the cross sections. 4 In fact, for incident neutron energies above the molecular vibrational threshold ប Ϸ 516 meV, one expects scattering due to individual atoms rather than from the molecule as a whole and therefore two separate contributions to the kinetic energy need to be considered. The spectrum, usually transformed into a form usually referred to as a neutron Compton profile, is now a convolution of vibrational and translational components. 4 On the other hand, for incident energies that are large compared to those characterizing the collective dynamics but below the vibrational threshold, [8] [9] [10] the spectrum for a molecular material such as para-hydrogen which has a spherically symmetric rotational ground state 12 will be comparable to that of a monatomic system which recoils with a total mass equal to the molecular mass.
The study here reported on concerns the density dependence of the single-particle properties of ͑mostly͒ liquid para-hydrogen studied at moderate-to-large momentum transfers under conditions that avoid the excitation of the first vibrational level. The present effort follows others where the spectrum of the collective excitations of both molecular hydrogen and deuterium have been described in detail [9] [10] [11] with emphasis put on the characterization of the transition between collective and single-particle regimes.
The interest in the present exercise is twofold. The first concerns some recent findings pointing towards anomalies in the density dependence of some of the dynamical properties of liquid para-hydrogen. 13 Second and from a more fundamental standpoint, it concerns some recent predictions made on the grounds of correlated density matrix ͑CDM͒ theory.
The theory basically consists of a generalization of the correlated basis function formalism for the ground state of strongly correlated quantum fluids, 15 which has been adapted to deal with nonzero temperatures. Its point of departure consists of an explicit expression for the Helmholtz free energy of liquid para-hydrogen given in terms of a functional of the radial distribution function g͑r͒ and an exchange correlation function G cc ͑r͒ as well as the quasiparticle occupation number n qp ͑k͒ for a given thermodynamic state. The SilveraGoldman potential 12 is used to define the interparticle interactions. A variational principle then leads to the determination of the optimal g͑r͒, G cc ͑r͒, and n cc ͑k͒.
From here we may calculate the one-body reduced density matrix 14 ͑OBDM͒
which is the dimensionless real-space Fourier transform ͓with n͑0͒ =1͔ of the momentum distribution n͑k͒. Equation ͑1͒ facilitates a structural decomposition of n͑r͒ into a statistical exchange factor N 0 ͑r͒ = n cc ͑r͒ + N c ͑r͒ and an exponential factor where the short-ranged function Q͑r͒ embodies the spatial correlations between the phase factors associated with the single-particle wave functions in the correlated state of the quantum fluid. The strength factor n c = exp͓Q͑0͔͒ is closely related to the total kinetic energy of the liquid. The exchange factor N 0 ͑r͒ consists of the OBDM element n cc ͑r͒ of quasiparticles and an additional term N c ͑r͒ which collects all other possible exchange correlations. Application of the CDM algorithm in conjunction with the hypernetted-chain technique 14 permits a fast and efficient enumeration of the quantities involved in Eq. ͑1͒. For liquid para-hydrogen close to the triple point the contribution N c ͑r͒ is very small and may be ignored. Further, the quasiparticle distribution n cc ͑r͒ follows the classical Boltzmann form
of independent and distinguishable particles with molecular hydrogen mass M and thermal wavelength . Consequently, Eq. ͑1͒ specializes to the expression
The function ͑3͒ is of substantially shorter range than the quasiparticle distribution n cc ͑r͒ and, moreover, deviates from a Gaussian form. Put into other words, the prediction ͑3͒ tells ͑once viewed in momentum space͒ that the molecular interactions drastically reduce the number of molecules having small momenta by a factor of about 1 / 3, shifting them towards intermediate and large momenta. This effect is also reflected in the kinetic energy distribution measured by k 2 n͑k͒ and, in particular, by the large value of the total kinetic energy per molecule,
The energy ͑4͒ significantly exceeds the energy value of its classical analog calculated from the integral ͑4͒ where n͑k͒ is replaced by n cc ͑k͒. It is instructive to compare the kinetic energy distribution k 2 n͑k͒ with the familiar classical Maxwell-Gauss distribution k 2 n G ͑k͒ with an associated total kinetic energy ͗E K G ͘ T = ͗E K ͘ T . The classical momentum distribution n G ͑k͒ and its Fourier inverse n G ͑r͒ are, of course, represented by Gaussian functions with an effective thermal wavelength G due to the kinetic energy condition. Obviously, the difference
measures the deviation of the kinetic energy density of the H 2 liquid from the classical Maxwell distribution. Thus, Eq. ͑5͒ provides quantitative information on the effects caused by the quantum-mechanical indistinguishability of identical particles.
Here, we set ourselves to provide an experimental measurement that permits a test of the theoretical predictions ͑1͒ and ͑3͒ of CDM theory. As mentioned above and to the authors' knowledge there are no results yet available to carry out a scrutiny of the theoretical prediction.
II. EXPERIMENT
The neutron measurements were performed using the MARI spectrometer at the ISIS pulsed neutron source ͑Ru-therford Appleton Laboratory͒, and a temperature of 16.5 K was selected. A neutron incident energy of 450 meV was chosen to explore a wide region in the momentum-energy map, while avoiding exciting vibrationally the intramolecular mode. The sample holder was an aluminum pressure cell consisting of a hollow cylinder, 37 mm inner diameter, 46.6 mm outer diameter, and 58 mm of height, exposed to the beam. The inner-wall thickness was 1.7 mm and the outer 1 mm. The sample was obtained from high-purity hydrogen gas transformed to para-H 2 by forcing it to pass through an activated catalyst, as described elsewhere. 10 For the first measurement, gas was pumped to pressurize the sample at 80 bars, and subsequently, the gas was released to perform measurements at 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 15, and 1 bars, respectively. An empty-cell measurement was also performed, as well as a vanadium measurement to follow the standard MARI calibration procedure. In Fig. 1 we show the experimental data from a typical run in the Q-plane at 80 bars, after performing the corrections described in the next section.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA PROCESSING

A. Preliminary processing
The experimental data measured as a function of the scattering angle and the time of flight were transformed into the experimental magnitude s͑Q , ͒ defined elsewhere, 16 employing standard MARI procedures.
B. Multiple-scattering and attenuation corrections
Multiple-scattering and attenuation corrections were performed following steps described in detail in Ref. 16 , so we will give only a brief outline here. The measured quantity is the double-differential macroscopic cross section-i.e., the probability that an incident neutron with a wave vector k 0 will emerge from the sample-container set with a wave vector k. Its explicit form is given by
where s͑Q , ͒ is the macroscopic scattering law proposed by Sears, dependent on the geometry and the scattering properties of the sample. 17 In turn, it can be decomposed into a part due to singly scattered neutrons by the sample s 1 ͑Q , ͒, another due to single scattering from the can s C ͑Q , ͒, and a third due to multiply scattered neutrons ͑with any combination of sample-can-scattering events͒ s M ͑Q , ͒:
This quantity is closely related to the data contained in the experimental data set E͑Q , ͒:
where A is the cross-sectional area of the sample perpendicular to the incident beam, T͑E 0 ͒ is the fraction of transmitted neutrons at incident energy E 0 , ␣ is a normalization constant, and N is the total number of scattering centers. 16 On the other hand, s 1 ͑Q , ͒ defined in Eq. ͑7͒ is simply related to the sought scattering law S͑Q , ͒ through
where H͑Q , ͒ is the attenuation factor-i.e., the fraction of undetected singly scattered neutrons due either to multiple scattering or neutron absorption or due to finite detector efficiency.
The correction procedure is based upon an iterative scheme that employs Monte Carlo simulations, following some of the steps proposed by Copley. 18 Neutron histories are individually monitored, and at each step the free path traveled by the neutron is obtained from distributions of mean free paths of the materials traversed at the current energy E. Such distributions are tabulated as input and are based on experimental data. The choice of different energies and flight directions at each step is based upon the experimental raw scattering laws deduced from measurements carried out for the sample and empty-container measurements in the first run and in the corrected distributions in the subsequent runs. After a run, two correction factors are defined as a function of Q and : namely, the attenuation factor defined in Eq. ͑9͒ and a single-to-multiple scattering ratio. Such factors are applied to the raw experimental data to produce a different distribution function that is employed in the next iteration. 16 The iterative process continues until no significant differences in the multiple-scattering and container contributions are observed between iterations. Typically, for the data analyzed in the present paper, four iterations were needed to reach convergence.
As an example, in Fig. 2 we show the contributions of single and multiple scattering, as well as of the neutrons scattered by the container for the case of the measurement at 1 bar for two different values of Q. In the insets we show the corresponding attenuation and multiple-scattering coefficients.
C. Determination of para-and ortho-hydrogen contents
An approximate knowledge of the para-and orthohydrogen contents is needed for the ensuing discussions. In a previous work 10 this was determined by observing the S͑Q͒ obtained by constant-Q integration of the S͑Q , ͒. This was possible, since the low incident neutron energy ͑34.8 meV͒ provided a sufficiently narrow resolution function to observe the first diffraction peak at Ϸ2 Å −1 . However, in the present configuration the resolution function is far wider, preventing such determination. Because of this, we have followed a different route for the estimation, based upon previous experimental knowledge for the total cross section 19 and the theoretical model developed by Granada et al.. 20 In Fig. 3 we show Seiffert's experimental data, together with a calculation carried out on the basis of the model of Granada et al. corresponding to a 0.1% contents of ortho-hydrogen. The excellent agreement shown in the figure guarantees the adequacy of the model of Granada et al. to assess the ortho-hydrogen contents. On the other hand, the S͑Q , ͒ measured in the present experiment allows us to calculate the total scattering cross sections according to
where the integration limits are max =
͒, m is the neutron mass, and b is the boundatom hydrogen-scattering cross section. The next step consists in estimating the ortho-para contents by calculating the total cross sections with the model of Granada et al. and comparing the result with our experimental data as shown in Fig. 4 , where the estimated orthohydrogen content is shown for each measured pressure.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS
A. Basic equations
The data analysis route here followed to study the momentum distributions is based upon the formalism developed by Glyde and others. 22 The useful range of Q values upon which we base our analysis starts at 4.9 Å −1 , where the oscillations in the intermolecular ͑or center-of-mass͒ structure factor are significantly damped out. 23 On such grounds, we can safely describe the center-of-mass scattering law by its self-component, described by the series expansion
where S IA ͑Q , ͒ is the scattering law in the impulse approximation,
, is the energy transfer referred to the recoil energy, and M mol is the hydrogen molecular mass. The rest of the terms in Eq. ͑11͒ are related to the parameters 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 which are the first five cumulants defined and extensively studied in Ref. 22 : 
͑16͒
where z = ប͑ − R ͒. We will briefly refer to the physical meaning of the cumulants 2 , 3 , and 4 , which will be relevant in further analysis. The parameter 2 is related to the width ␣ 2 of the Gaussian that results as a first approximation of S͑Q , ͒ within the impulse approximation, which is the mean value of the momentum of the struck atom in the direction of Q-i.e., ͗k Q 2 ͘,
where q = បQ / M and M is the molecular mass. 3 is defined as
where ͑r͒ is the interparticle potential on the struck atom, and
where
2 , F Q being the force on the struck atom along the scattering vector Q. It should be noticed that while ␣ 4 can be positive or negative, ā 4 is always positive. 22 Thus, the complete scattering law for liquid hydrogen can be described by the formalism extensively developed in the literature 24 ,25 which we will briefly describe. Let us consider a sample consisting of a mixture with a concentration c of ortho-and ͑1−c͒ of para-hydrogen. We will examine the self-contribution ͑i.e., the contributions of the neutrons scattered from the same molecular center of mass͒. Let a c and a i be, respectively, the coherent and incoherent scattering lengths of hydrogen, r e the equilibrium distance between hydrogen atoms in the molecule, B the rotational constant, and the functions j ᐉ ͑x͒ the spherical Bessel functions of ᐉth order; then, the para-contribution of the first significant terms in the rotational modes expansion is
͑21͒
T para-3 ͑Q,͒ = 4͑1 − c͒a i 2 ͓7j 3 2 ͑Qr e /2͒S self ͑Q, − 12B͔͒,
͑22͒
T para-4 ͑Q,͒ = 4͑1 − c͒a i 2 ͓9j 4 2 ͑Qr e /2͒S self ͑Q, − 20B͔͒,
͑23͒
T para-5 ͑Q,͒ = 4͑1 − c͒a i 2 ͓11j 5 2 ͑Qr e /2͒S self ͑Q, − 30B͔͒,
͑24͒
where the subscript "para-ᐉ" means that the initial state of the molecule is para-hydrogen, and it acquires an angular momentum ᐉ in its final state. It should be noted that Eqs. ͑20͒-͑24͒ do not include molecular vibrational excitations as commented above. The contribution of ortho-hydrogen can be decomposed in the same way into a series of terms of the rotational mode. The first significant one of those becomes Finally, the coherent contribution ͑i.e., the contribution of the interference of neutrons scattered from different molecular centers͒ is T coh ͑Q,͒ = 4a c 2 3j 0 2 ͑Qr e /2͒S self ͑Q,͒. ͑26͒
The complete scattering law to fit to our experimental data results from collecting Eqs. ͑25͒ and ͑26͒:
where A is a scale factor and each one of the terms in Eq. ͑27͒ contains the above-described parameters. In total four parameters were fitted.
B. Data fitting
Experimental data corrected as described in Secs. III A and III B were fitted to Eq. ͑27͒ convoluted with the measured MARI resolution function for the present configuration. In Fig. 5 we show examples of such fittings, with the contribution of the most significant terms of Eq. ͑27͒. Attempts to employ Eq. ͑11͒ up to the term S 4 ͑Q , ͒ resulted in a slowly converging process, so we decided to consider up to the S 3 ͑Q , ͒ term only. This choice was useful, since the dynamical features we want to extract from the data are essentially contained within the parameters 2 , 3 , and 4 , which are included in the terms S 1 ͑Q , ͒ and S 2 ͑Q , ͒. On the other hand, the fitting process showed a coupling between terms of equal parity, so S 1 was affected by S 3 .
A first round of data fittings allowed us to define the parameters 2 and 3 as shown in Fig. 6 . The parameters are plotted as divided by Q 2 following the procedure described by Glyde 22 to detect any residual wave-vector dependence. A glance to Fig. 6 shows that rather than exhibiting welldefined oscillations in 2,3 ͑Q͒ / Q 2 indicative of the presence of coherent effects, the curves show smooth trends, or in other words, the obtained values are basically independent of the momentum transfer. A linear increase is observed for 4 ͑Q͒ / Q 2 as a function of Q 2 in Fig. 6 , and this allows a description based on Eqs. ͑17͒-͑19͒ as discussed by Glyde. 22 We thus have attempted to fit all data using the functional forms of Eqs. ͑17͒-͑19͒. To do so and thus to reduce the number of adjustable parameters, an iterative fitting method was employed. In the first step, the preliminary values obtained for 2 are introduced in Eq. ͑27͒ ͓employing Eq. ͑17͔͒, thus fitting only 3 duced again in ͑27͒ to perform a fit of 2 . After such process we obtained the results of ␣ 2 , ā 3 , ā 4 , and ␣ 4 shown in Fig. 7 .
From the obtained values for ā 3 and ā 4 an estimate of the strength of final-state effects may be derived. These are often cast in terms of a final-state broadening function R͑Q , ͒ which measures the departure of the observed spectrum from that satisfying the impulse approximation S IA ͑Q , ͒,
so that if the impulse approximation were to hold exactly, R͑Q , ͒ = ␦͑͒. From Ref. 22 , the first two nonzero moments of R͑Q , ͒ are exactly given by 3 = q 2 ā 3 and 4 − ␣ 4 = q 2 ā 4 . We cannot perform the Fourier transform required to calculate R͑Q , ͒ from knowledge of those momenta, since 4 − ␣ 4 is positive, so higher momenta would be needed, and as stated above, they cannot be easily extracted from the data.
C. Momentum distributions
Following Glyde, 22 the momentum distributions can be calculated from the parameters ␣ 2 and ␣ 4 :
is the kurtosis of the distribution. In Fig. 8 we show its values as a function of the pressure. Equation ͑29͒ represents a Gaussian distribution corrected by the factor in square brackets, which represents the nonGaussian contribution. The momentum distributions obtained in this work are nearly Gaussian. In Fig. 9 we represent the Gaussian contribution to the momentum distributions ͑upper frame͒, the non-Gaussian corrections ͑middle frame͒, and the total distributions ͑lower frame͒.
The mean kinetic energy can readily be obtained from
In Fig. 10 we show the kinetic energy as a function of the pressure. The values range from 67.8 K at room pressure to 77.5 K at 80 bars, to be compared with the value ͑63± 6͒ K reported in Ref. 3 at 17 K.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Density dependence of the kinetic energy
Here we comment on the observed increase of about 19% in particle kinetic energy with increasing density. The latter is known to raise a mere 8% within the range of applied pressures here employed. On general grounds that are valid for either quantum or classical liquids one expects the kinetic energy to follow
where n j stands for the Bose occupation function, apply, the chemical potential satisfies exp͑␤͒ Ӷ 1. To ascertain the strength of the deviations from fully classical behavior is determined from the implicit equation
where g =2I + 1 stands for the total spin. Solution of Eq. ͑34͒ for the two extreme densities and the corresponding temperature yields = −0.988 meV and = −0.900 meV. This yields values of exp͑␤͒ of 0.5 and 0.53, respectively, that clearly show that the condition for the validity of Boltzmann statistics does not hold and are comparable to figures corresponding to normal liquid 4 He at 2.5 K and a density of 0.0218 Å −3 . From Eqs. ͑32͒ and ͑33͒ one can estimate how much of the increase in kinetic energy is due to a variation of the chemical potential with increasing density. The results show that the observed rise in kinetic energy with increasing density cannot be ascribed to an effect driven by the variation of the chemical potential only.
The large increase in kinetic energy can be also used to explain the rise in phonon frequency versus pressure recently found on the basis of path-integral centroid molecular dynamics simulations. 13 There, it was found that the slope of the Q phonon frequencies for wave vectors below Ϸ0.7 Å −1 , where the dispersion relation is almost linear, increases by some 11.6% while the increase due to density is obviously far more modest. From data on classical liquids such as molten metals 26 we know that such phonon frequencies are generally close to those followed by the fourth moment of the response function
where ⍀͑Q͒ and ⍀͑0͒ are quantities obtainable from the interaction potential and pair distribution function. On physical grounds, the meaning of such frequency is best understood from
where C 11 ͑Q͒ plays the role of a generalized longitudinal elastic constant. From here we see that the expected change in frequency due to density should scale as the square root of the mass density and therefore should not largely exceed 4%. An expression adequate to describe an equivalent quantity for a quantum fluid is given by
where the additional term on ͗K E ͘ may serve to explain such an anomalous increase.
B. Test of the CDM prediction
Our experimental data on the momentum distribution n͑k͒ of liquid para-hydrogen permit a pertinent comparison to theoretical results derived from the structural decomposition ͑3͒. At present, numerical results of theoretical calculations within CDM theory 14 are available for the factor n c and the unit-normalized phase-phase correlation function Q͑r͒ / Q͑0͒ at temperature T = 16 K and particle-number density = 0.021 Å −3 . These parameters differ only slightly from the experimental data 16.5 K and 0.022 35 Å −3 ͑corresponding to a pressure of 1 bar͒, respectively. The difference affects somewhat the size of the total kinetic energy, which increases with increasing density ͑about 5 -8 K from density 0.021 Å −3 to 0.02235 Å −3 ͒. Under the thermal conditions adopted, the thermal wavelength appearing in Eq. ͑3͒ is = 3.09 Å. The theoretical phase-phase correlation function is very well approximated by the Gaussian Q͑r͒ / Q͑0͒ = exp͓−͑r / p ͒ 2 ͔ with an effective wavelength p = 3.73 Å. The corresponding total kinetic energy has the theoretical value 58.6 K, which leads to a strength factor n c Ӎ 0.118. The difference between the theoretical value for the kinetic energy per particle and the experimental data is about 10 K as expected due to the density difference. However, the various correlation functions and distributions at a given relative distance r or wave number k are much less affected. The upper frame of Fig. 11 displays the experimental results of fit ͑29͒ on the energy distribution k 2 n͑k͒, in arbitrary units. They are compared with the corresponding classical Maxwell curve k 2 n G ͑r͒ given by expression ͑29͒ without the bracket factor. We find that the experimental energy distribution has its peak value 0.191 at k Ӎ 1.72 Å −1 and is shifted to smaller wave numbers compared with the Maxwell-Gauss distribution. The theoretical results of these energy distributions show the same behavior. Due to the lower density adopted in the theoretical calculations, the peak value of the distribution k 2 n͑k͒ is about 0.18 and located at k Ӎ 1.6 Å −1 . A detailed comparison of the experimental data with the theoretical results on the energy distribution k 2 n͑k͒ is displayed in the lower frame of Fig. 11 . Shown are the theoretical and experimental results of the difference ͑5͒. They agree fairly well. Both curves tell that quantum mechanics leads to an increased energy distribution at wave numbers k Ͻ 1.5 Å −1 compared to a classical Maxwell behavior due to an increased number of molecules in this region.
C. Pressure dependence of the strength of FSE interactions
The density dependence of the parameters governing the strength of the FSE interactions-namely, ā 3 -can be qualitatively understood from the known moment sum rules of the R͑Q , t͒ broadening function. The first nontrivial moment, as expressed in Eq. ͑18͒, becomes
where stands for the particle density and g͑r͒ is the radial distribution. In other words, the third moment of the FSE broadening function is given by a function written in terms of the radial distribution and interatomic potential, two quantities not included in the impulse approximation. Since the potential depends only on r, Eq. ͑38͒ becomes
so comparing with Eq. ͑18͒,
The density dependence of g͑r͒ is known from our previous work, 13 and the potential can be obtained from various sources. [28] [29] [30] In Fig. 7 the fitted parameter ā 3 is compared with Eq. ͑40͒. The calculation is especially sensitive to the repulsive part of the potential. In the calculation we employed the same parametrization as in Refs. 29 and 30 with an increment of 0.6% in the parameter b entering the repulsive part of the potential. In doing so we account for the general trend of increasing the FSE with rising density, which is expected due to the shift of the spectral distribution to higher frequencies with increasing density.
VI. CONCLUSION
The results here reported on depict a behavior for the kinetic energy that increases with density by an amount difficult to account for using standard statistical mechanics tools. Our data serve to explain in part the rather different estimates for this quantity reported for liquid and solid hydrogen at 10 K and 17 K, 3 where ͗E K ͘ is found to increase from ͑63± 6͒ K in the liquid up to ͑76± 9͒ K for the crystal. Such an increase of about 20% mostly comes from the density increase of about 15% brought forward by crystallization.
The most evident signatures of nonclassical effects on n͑k͒ such as the non-Gaussian correction get substantially diminished with increasing density. In other words, the net effect of the increasing role of interparticle interactions when the density increases is to move particles occupying lowmomentum states towards others with higher momenta. The phenomenon is then understood on the same grounds than that leading to a redistribution of the momentum states due to molecular interactions as described using Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒.
Our results also bear some resemblance to those recently reported on for overpressurized liquid helium. 31 In fact, such results report on an increase in energy per particle with increasing density that follows a polynomial law with terms up to fourth order. In contrast, the most remarkable quantum feature such as the Bose condensate fraction decays exponentially with increasing density. In fact, superfluidity disappears beyond pressures of 40 bars. 32, 33 This behavior is also followed by that found for the static structure factor S͑Q͒. Its main peak located at about 2 Å −1 sharpens and significantly increases in height while its low-Q limiting behavior decreases with increasing density following the limit បQ /2mc that is governed by the increase in sound velocity c. In turn, the behavior of S͑Q͒ translates into a decrease and a shift towards higher-momentum transfers of the roton peak, due to the second-moment sum rule. 2 n G ͑k͒ based on the fit ͑29͒ without the bracket factor ͑dashed curve͒; for a comparison with theoretical results see the text. Lower frame: comparison of experimental and theoretical results for the difference ͑5͒ that measures the deviation of the kinetic energy distribution k 2 n͑k͒ of liquid para-hydrogen from the classical Maxwell-Gauss distribution k 2 n G ͑k͒ associated with the same total kinetic energy, ͗E K G ͘ T = ͗E K ͘ T . The deformation is due to the indistinguishability of the H 2 molecules ͑solid line, experimental results at 1 bar; dashed line, theoretical results͒.
